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What are the Dangers of GMO? What is a GMO? A GMO is a plant or animal that has been genetically altered by scientists to improve its ability to grow in nonnative environments, resist pests, tolerate extreme weather conditions, produce more food (like milk in cows), or show other desired traits. In other words, a GMO is a new version of a food plant or animal created by scientists through genetic engineering (GE) techniques. These techniques are used to insert genes into or delete genes out of plant or animal DNA. Scientists have used GE technology to create plants, animals, and bacteria with biological characteristics that would never occur in the natural world—such as a tomato with an antifreeze fish gene designed to resist cold temperatures, or corn plants with a bacterial gene that tolerates increased herbicide use.



Haven’t farmers done this for ages? No! Genetic engineering differs from what’s known as traditional breeding, which includes techniques such as hybridization and selective breeding. One hybrid plant is the boysenberry, a cross between a raspberry, blackberry, and sometimes loganberry. Examples of selective breeding include mating only the healthiest beef cattle or saving the seeds of only the tastiest, most pest-resistant carrots for next year’s crop. These traditional breeding techniques have been a central part of agriculture for 10,000 years and have been used to domesticate and increase yields of virtually every plant and animal used in agriculture today.
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Why are antibiotics added? In most cases antibiotic-resistant “marker genes” (ARM genes) are attached to the genes being transferred to help them find out which cells have taken up the new DNA. Then everything is doused with antibiotics and the cells that survive got the genes in their DNA. Some scientists are concerned that the ARM genes will transfer into the gut bacteria of people and animals that eat the foods and cause antibiotic resistant diseases.



Are they able to predict the outcome? Basic laws of nature prevent plants from breeding with fish or bacteria, so we have little experience or history with these kinds of combinations. The process of creating GMOs is highly unpredictable and untested. Regarding GMO dangers: these are scientifically well documented. The American Academy of Environmental Medicine reported that health risks could include infertility, immune problems, accelerated aging, faulty insulin regulation, changes in major organs and GI system (indicated by animal studies). The only published feeding study involving humans revealed that the genetic material transferred into GMO soy transfers into bacteria living inside the intestines and continues to function leading to the possibility of antibiotic resistant super diseases and intestinal flora being turned into living pesticide factories. New toxins, proteins arranged in cell in unpredictable ways. Increased allergies–soy allergies skyrocketed (50%) in the UK after GMO soy was introduced. Cooked GM soy contains as much as 7 times more of a known soy allergen. Three possibilities: 1) level of a naturally occurring allergen could be increased, 2) a gene taken from one food might transfer allergenic properties, and 3) unknown allergens may result from foreign genes and proteins never before part of the human food supply. Children’s young, quickly developing bodies absorb proportionally more from all their food sources,are more susceptible to allergies, problems with milk, nutritional problems, and are in danger from antibiotic resistant diseases. Genetically engineered organisms cannot be recalled once out of the lab. The current technology is based on obsolete information and results in dangerous side effects. Economic interests alone have pushed it to market. And it’s not just direct consumption of GMO food that causes concern. The most common use of GE technology in agriculture creates herbicide-resistant plants that allow farmers to use more chemicals without killing the crop. The result has been a substantial increase in the use of herbicides and the rise of approximately 15 herbicide-resistant weeds in the United States. Different or more chemicals are then needed to combat these weeds, leading to what’s called an “herbicide treadmill.“ When one chemical stops working, another is used until it stops working, and then another. For many, this is a major environmental concern. The threat of GMO contamination of crops is equally unsettling to organic farmers. In nature, plants naturally distribute their pollen near and far, which spreads their genes from one plant to another. In this way, GMO plant pollen can contaminate organic plants. As a result, many organic farmers fear for their livelihood and their ability to fill consumers’ desire for organic products.



Which crops are GMO? Soy, corn, cottonseed, canola, most Hawaiian papaya, some zucchini and some yellow crookneck squash, sugar beets, alfalfa.



That should be easy to avoid, is that all? A majority of vegetable oils on the market today are made up of some combination of soy, corn, cottonseed, and canola. Many processed foods contain some soy and/or corn derivative such as high fructose corn syrup (HFCS), cornstarch, soy protein, soy lecithin. Most meat, eggs and dairy products come from animals that have been fed GMO derived feed. Some dairy farmers inject their cows with rbGH, a genetically engineered recombinant growth hormone (also called rbST). In North America most hard cheeses are made with GMO derived rennet. Also, there are many food additives and vitamins which are produced from GMO sources including the artificial sweetener aspartame (Nutrasweet®, Equal® Spoonful and others) From https://cindigraham.wordpress.com/category/gmo/
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